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MONITOR WEB SHOP - CHANGELOG 
Version 1702. 

Short information about version 
This version of the web shop includes a number of bug fixes and improvements. Many of the big news 

are of the graphical kind. This includes a complete rewrite of the page header as well as shopping lists 

so that it should be easier for customers to use the web shop. The design change of the page header is 

a breaking change for this update. If you have customer unique page headers you must contact 

support@monitor.se before you proceed with the update. Since a number of new design alternatives 

have been added, these should also be reviewed after the update. 

The new design on page header: 

 

New functionality 
 Design change of the start page 

 Design change of the shopping list 

 Administration 

 It is now possible to empty the temporary storage under Administration -> Information 

if changes made in the administration panel do not take effect immediately. 

 Price on quote 

 Since it has been a standing request by many, prices are now shown on quotes the 

same as on orders. 

This includes both Mail, Quote history, Checkout and the Summary page after a quote 

has been created. 
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 Support for warehouse on order creation 

 It is now possible to select for which warehouse an order will be saved. If no choice is 

made, the warehouse will be warehouse 1 as usual. This also affects where quotes are 

placed. 

 Files on order row 

 It is now possible to upload multiple files per order row. 

 Files that can be uploaded per order row have been expanded. We now also support 

”.tif”, ”.tiff”, ”.ai”, ”.eps”, ”.dwg”, ”.dxf”, ”.iges”, ”.sat”, and ”.prt”. 

 Design of cookie notification 

 It is now possible to design the cookie notification so it is no longer the standard grey. 

This is done under Administration -> Layout -> Header and Footer. 

 Shopping cart 

 Rows in the shopping cart can now be copied. Comment and Configuration is also 

copied. 

 It is now possible to create two separate rows if the same part is added twice to the 

shopping cart. 

This setting is selected under Administration -> Order settings -> Order. 

 Stability change for Internet Information Services 

 Correction so that even installations of IIS (web server) with the WebDav-module will 

work with the web shop. 

 Blocked customers 

 Customers in MONITOR who are blocked from order placement will no longer be able 

to log in to the web shop. 

 Log in 

 Login now takes place in its own view and not in a dropdown panel in the page header. 

If a user has been logged out while on a page with certain access rights, such as 

administration, they will return to that page if they log in with those access rights 

again. 

Bug fixes and improvements 
 Quotes 

 Prishantering för mejl, utcheckningssteg och summeringssidan efter offertskapande 

bygger nu på samma prisuträkningar som order. Detta förbättrar prisuträkningen så att 

priser ska bli som förväntat. 

 Priser visas alltid på offerter i offerthistorikssidan. 

 Buy buttons for configured parts 

 Fixed so that the correct button is shown for parts that are variable configured and 

product selector. 
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 Performance improvements 

 Temporarily stores even more data to reduce the communication with the database. 

 Standard images 

 It is now possible to remove standard images that have been incorrectly uploaded. 

 Shopping cart 

 Service fee on order could generate a crash. Fixed in this version. 

 Part description and part number is now a link to the part’s page that shows more 

details about the part. 

 Product configurator 

 Added a header row that contains the configured part’s description. 

 Improved design and responsiveness for the product configurator. 

 It is now possible to see the summary page in the product configurator even if a 

customer is not logged in.  

 Part list 

 ÅÄÖ was cut off for some so that the dots were not visible in the part list. This is now 

resolved. 

 Min. quantity and round off quantity previously always applied regardless of setting. 

This is now corrected. 

 Spare part finder 

 Navigating the menu tree now shows the information for the correct parts.  

 Klarna Checkout 

 If a customer visits the web shop and sees the language as Finnish, it now shows 

Finland as first option in Klarna Checkout. 

 Klarna widget on the part page does not support prices below 1 and is now hidden if 

this is the case. 

 Administration 

 All payment options are now their own pages under Administration -> Payment to 

clarify the usage. 

 Texts created in the web shop show the title in the language select by the user. If it is 

empty, it shows empty. Showing the Swedish translation is no longer the standard. 

 Klarna: Fetching Pclasses should now work for all countries. 

 Unique balance interval for certain selected parts should now be possible to save. 

 Images under the Diagnostics page should now give correct warnings. 

 Colour picker will not save a new colour when a choice was cancelled. 

 Delivery address change 

 Older code caused VAT code, Business contact type and Customer group to be saved 

again when changing the Delivery address. This is now removed. 
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 Customer unique pages 

 Changed the editing of customer unique pages, which in some cases could generate a 

crash. 

 User groups 

 Customers who log should once again belong to the group ”Logged in users” regardless 

of which type of user (Administrator, private person or company) the user really is. 

 Administrators now belong to the groups ”Administrators” and ”Logged in users”, and 

not visitors. 

 Cookie notifications 

 The ”Read more at: Cookies” link now works. 

 Addresses 

 Multiple delivery and postal addresses should once again be selectable/manageable. 


